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Abstract
During fluorescent protein (FP) development, newly created mutants are often only screened
for fluorescence intensity using bacterial colonies expressing new variants. However, the
ultimate performance of an FP is affected by multiple parameters, which may vary in
different model organisms. We selected five critical parameters that affect the performance
of an FP including, oligomeric state, fluorescence lifetime, cellular brightness, maturation
and photostability. We developed a multi-parameter screening method to select improved
FPs in a time efficient manner for the optimization of red fluorescent proteins (RFPs). We
started from a truly monomeric synthetic RFP (mRed7), therefore it was not necessary to
subsequently screen for the oligomeric state. The entire procedure comprises two parts, first
a primary screen for fluorescence lifetime and cellular brightness is performed on bacterial
colonies and improved variants compared to its precursor are selected. During the second
part the selected variants are expressed in mammalian cell lines and screened for fluorescence
lifetime, cellular brightness and photostability. In order to increase workflow efficiency, we
designed a dual expression vector that can be used in bacteria and mammalian cells. We
developed an automated multi-parameter acquisition protocol for a 96-well plate with
automated cell-based analysis. The results are displayed as a 96-well figure which allows
quick identification of the well(s) of interest and a detailed cell-based quantification. The
data of all parameters are combined into one multi-parameter scatterplot to closely monitor
the evolution of the mutated RFP variants. This multi-parameter screening method
successfully resulted in a novel RFP series: mScarlet with a record intrinsic brightness, a fast
maturating mScarlet-I, and mScarlet-H with high photostability. In addition, this multiparameter screening method can be applied to FP development of any color and also to FRET
based biosensor development.
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Introduction
Fluorescent proteins (FPs) are indispensable for the study of processes in living cells in a
non-invasive manner by using fluorescence microscopy1,2. Fluorescent proteins originate
from marine organisms, however wildtype FPs do not express and perform well in model
organisms and tend to form oligomers or even aggregates in cells, rendering wildtype FPs
unsuitable for studying cellar processes at the molecular level. Therefore, wildtype FPs have
been genetically engineered to enhance their performance as a genetic encoded fluorescent
label for cellular imaging3-6. In addition, FPs have been engineered to practically every color
in the visible spectrum. Multiple cellular processes can be monitored simultaneously by
using FP variants with multiple colors. The massive increase in the use of FPs and the
development of a wide range of different fluorescence microscope techniques demanded
higher performance standards for FPs, which has led to more sophisticated screening
methods in order to select FPs with optimal properties.
During FP development, a mutant library is often generated by random mutagenesis, after
which the library is expressed in bacteria. The bacteria are grown in Petri dishes and each
colony will express a single new variant. One Petri dish may contain up to several hundreds
of new variants. Therefore, it is relatively fast to screen many colonies for fluorescence
intensity and select mutants with enhanced brightness compared to its precursor. In early FP
development, wildtype FPs were monomerized which resulted in a severe decrease in
brightness compared to its precursor. In addition, wildtype FPs are often dim when expressed
in bacteria due to their poor expression in model organisms. Therefore, a screen for
fluorescence intensity on bacterial colonies was very successful in early FP development and
successfully resulted in e.g. EBFP7, ECFP7, EGFP8, mRFP9, mOrange10, and TagRFP11.
Initially, screening was mainly done on FP brightness, however the lack of photo
stability gained attention in the next generation of FPs. Petri dishes with bacterial colonies
were exposed to high intensity excitation light and screened for fluorescence intensity, in
other words for enhanced photostability. This approach led to a new set of FPs including,
mTFP12, mOrange213 and TagRFP-T13. Interestingly, the published variants with enhanced
photostability display a reduced brightness compared to their precursor.
The selection based on fluorescence intensity using bacterial colonies can be biased,
because larger colonies will give an overall larger fluorescence signal. In order to circumvent
this bias a new method was introduced to screen for enhanced quantum yield for the
development of cyan fluorescent proteins (CFPs), based on the fluorescence lifetime14. The
fluorescence lifetime is the average time a fluorophore is in the excited state, which is
proportional to the quantum yield for FPs of the same spectral class. A higher quantum yield
will result in an increased intrinsic brightness, since the in vitro brightness per FP is
expressed as the product of the extinction coefficient (number of absorbed photons per molar
concentration per cm) and quantum yield (ratio of absorbed over emitted photons). The
screening method developed by Goedhart et al. resulted in the brightest CFP, mTurquoise215.
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Although cyan, green and yellow FPs were already quite well optimized, the class of red
fluorescent proteins (RFPs) still could be further optimized. For the development of an
enhanced RFPs, we initially used established screening methods, as previously described16.
We screened mutant libraries expressed in bacteria for improved quantum yield,
unfortunately we often found mutants with a high quantum yield but poor cellular brightness,
and mutants with a high cellular brightness, but low photostability. In addition, we found
different photophysical behavior of the same variant in bacteria on Petri dishes, in bacteria
on cover slips and in mammalian cells on coverslips. To overcome the shortcomings of
established screening methods, we developed a multi-parameter screening method to monitor
important characteristic and to select mutants that show enhanced performance in
mammalian cells.

Overview of the procedure
We selected five critical parameters that affect the performance of an FP: oligomeric state,
fluorescence lifetime, cellular brightness, maturation and photostability. A monomeric
protein is preferred as fusion tag, e.g. the fusion tag should be inert to itself and other proteins
in a cell. A fluorescent tag should have a high intrinsic brightness, but a high intrinsic
brightness does not guarantee a high cellular brightness, because the latter also requires fast
and complete protein folding and chromophore formation (e.g. maturation). In addition, an
FP with high photostability is preferred for quantitative microscopy and prolonged imaging.
Our developed method includes an initial screen on bacterial colonies in which mutants are
selected and subjected to a second screening round in mammalian cells. Finally, the mutant
that performs best in mammalian cells is selected based on the five parameters mentioned
above.
A brief overview of the workflow is shown in Figure 1 and detailed protocols
follow. We started with a synthetic gene encoding a truly monomeric RFP (mRed7, described
in Chapter 2), therefore it is not critical to subsequently screen for the oligomeric state. A
mutant library is first transformed into bacteria, resulting in roughly 20 Petri dishes with a
total of 10,000 colonies. The initial selection is based on fluorescence lifetime, cellular
brightness and maturation in bacteria. Roughly the 80 best variants are selected and plasmid
DNA of each selected mutant is isolated. Next, mammalian cells which are seeded in a 96wells plate are transfected with the new variants, their precursor and possible other published
well characterized reference FPs. The fluorescence lifetime, cellular brightness, maturation
and photostability are monitored. Afterwards, the data of every assay is analyzed and the
results of the different assays are compared. The plasmids of the best performing mutants in
mammalian cells are sequenced. Identified mutations located on the dimer interfaces that
could induce dimerization6 are rejected. Beneficial mutations can be combined in one new
gene, but the effect of combining the mutations should be evaluated. This new gene can
function as new template for another screening round.
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1: Mutagenesis library construction.

2: Transform in bacteria and grow in Petri dishes.
Resulting in ± 20 Petri dishes with ± 10.000 colonies.

3: Primary screen on bacterial colonies for
a: Fluorescence lifetime
b: Cellular brightness and maturation
Select ± 80 best variants.

4: Isolate plasmid DNA.
Transfect in mammalian cells grown in a 96-wells plate.

5: Secondary screen on mammalian cells for
c: Fluorescence lifetime
d: Cellular brightness and maturation
e: Photostability

6: Evaluate parameters for each variant.
Select ± 3 best variants.

7: Sequence plasmid DNA and evaluate mutations.
Reject dimerization mutations.
Combine beneficial mutations for a new template.
Figure 1 | Workflow for FP development. A mutant library is constructed and transformed in bacteria. Bacterial
colonies each expressing one new variant are screened for fluorescence lifetime, cellular brightness and maturation.
The 80 best variants are selected, plasmid DNA is isolated and transfected in mammalian cells grown in a 96-wells
plate. The wells are screened for fluorescence lifetime, cellular brightness, maturation and photostability. Finally,
the best performing FPs in mammalian cells are selected and sequenced. The mutations are evaluated, dimerization
mutations are rejected and beneficial mutations can be combined in one new variant. This can serve as template for
another round.

Development of a bacterial-mammalian dual expression vector
An optimal expression vector in combination with a suited bacterial strain and easy to handle
mammalian cell line is crucial for a streamlined workflow. Bacteria are used to express FPs
and to amplify DNA encoding FPs, the FPs are evaluated in bacterial colonies and plasmid
DNA is used for sequencing. However, early commercial bacterial strains yield either a high
recombinant protein concentration and unstable plasmid DNA at a low concentration (e.g.
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BL21(DE3)17), or a low recombinant protein concentration and stable plasmid DNA at a high
concentration (e.g. DH5a18). The mutated genes EndA1 and RecA1 ensure a high yield of
stable plasmid DNA19,20. The bacterial strain E. cloni5a (Lucigen) is engineered to produce
recombinant protein using the L-rhamnose-inducible promoter (rhaPBAD) and yield stable
plasmid DNA in a high concentration due to the mutated genes EndA1 and RecA1, using the
same bacterial strain for FP screening and FP cloning facilitates a streamlined workflow.
We constructed a bacterial expression vector specifically designed for FP
development, named plasmid Daphne-Lindsay (pDL). The pDL vector contains rhaPBAD, a
6xHis-tag for metal affinity FP purification, a chloramphenicol resistance gene, and two FPs
(Fig. 2). The vector is relatively small in size (3524 base pairs), which is beneficial for short
PCR times and a high yield of PCR product. Since we experienced difficulties in sequencing
a low copy number vector, we preferred to use a high copy number vector with “leaky”
expression.
The pDL vector also contains the DNA sequence for an RFP under interrogation
and the DNA sequence of a reference FP, mTurquoise2, which serves as an internal reference
for FP concentration and therefore enables ratiometric screening. The two FPs are covalently
linked, but separated by a large spatial linker to minimize Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET)21 between the two FPs. FRET is an energy transfer process from an excited FP
(donor) to another FP in the ground state (acceptor). This phenomenon can only occur when
the emission spectrum of donor FP (mTurquoise2) overlaps with absorption of the acceptor
FP (RFP) and when the FPs are in close proximity. FRET can be very well used in biosensors,
but is in this case unwanted since FRET will alter the fluorescence intensity originating from
the FPs. The bacteria will produce an amount of FP sufficient to screen the petri dishes (Fig.
3) after one night of incubation at 37 °C post transformation. The restriction sites in the
plasmid are chosen in such a way that the RFP gene can be swopped easily with AgeI and
BsrGI, in a similar fashion as a Clontech pC1-FP vector.
A mammalian promoter is required for expression in mammalian cells. Previously
every mutant had to be recloned from the pDL vector into a mammalian expression vector
(e.g. pC1-FP, Clontech). Using an expression vector that is compatible with both bacterial
and mammalian cell expression systems further enhances an efficient and streamlined
workflow. A commercial triple expression vector for bacteria, mammalian cells and insects,
pTriEx3 (Novagen, Fig. 2), yields a high expression in mammalian cells (Fig. 4), but
unfortunately gives a poor expression in bacteria (Fig. 3). Therefore, we constructed an
expression vector optimized for FP development which enables screening in bacteria as well
as in mammalian cells. The vector is a fusion of pTriEx and pDL in which the nucleotide
sequence is optimized for bacterial expression without compromising a high expression in
mammalian cells by an adapted Kozak consensus sequence. This vector also contains the
DNA sequence for the studied FP (here an RFP variant) and a reference FP (mTurquoise2).
We constructed two dual expression vectors: plasmid dual expression (pDuEx) and plasmid
dual rhamnose expression screening system (pDRESS) (Fig. 3).
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Ribosome binding site
Rhamnose promotor

Start translation
6xH tag

Chloramphenicol resistance gene
spatial linker

pDL

AgeI (876)

3524 bp

BsrGI (1577)
T7 terminator

Ribosome binding site

Stop translation

Kozak consensus

lac Operator
Start bacteria transcription
T7 Promoter
Start mammalian transcription
spatial linker
P2A

CMVie enhancer/promoter

NheI (897)
AgeI (906)

pTriEx3
6603 bp

BsrGI (1607)
6xH tag
Stop translation
Rabbit B-Globin terminator
T7 terminator

Ampicillin resistance gene

Figure 2 | Plasmid maps of expression vectors pDL and pTriEx3. The pDL vector only gives bacterial expression.
The pTRiEx (Novagen) gives expression in bacterial, insect and mammalian cells. Both vectors contain
mTurquoise2 (mTq2) as reference FP and an RFP (here mScarlet, mSc) to enable ratiometric screening.
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Figure 3 | Expression of pDL, pTriEX, pDuEx and pDRESS in bacteria grown a Petri dish. The vectors contain the
RFP sequences mScarlet (1), mScarlet-I (2), mApple13 (3) and dTomato10 (4). A transmission image (a), red
fluorescence image (b) and cyan fluorescence image (c) were taken 1 day after dispensing on Petri dish. The pDL,
pDuEx and pDRESS are transformed in E.cloni5a and pTriEx is transformed in XL1-Blue bacteria.
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Figure 4 | Expression of pTriEX, pDuEx and pDRESS in mammalian cells. The expression vectors pTriEX (a, b),
pDuEx (c, d) and pDRESS (e, f) with RFP sequence for mScarlet-I are transfected in U-2 OS cells. A cyan
fluorescence image (a, c, e) and red fluorescence image (b, d, f) were acquired one day after transfection. The
images are acquired and displayed with equal intensity ranges, except for the left side of the image in panel c, which
is displayed using a smaller intensity range in order to visualize the very dim cells that are not at all visible in the in
right side of the image. A similar expression pattern was observed for mScarlet, mApple and dTomato (data not
shown). The scale bar represents 10 µm.
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Ribosome binding site
Start bacteria transcription
Rhamnose promoter

Adapted Kozak consensus
6xH tag
Thrombin recognition peptide sequence
NheI (60)
AgeI (69)

Start mammalian transcription

BsrGI (770)
CMVie enhancer/promoter

Stop translation
IGR IRES
NheI (997)
T7 gene leader
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6610 bp

Stop translation
Rabbit B-Globin terminator
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Kanamycine resistance gene

Ribosome binding site
Start bacteria transcription
Rhamnose promotor

Adapted Kozak consensus
6xH tag
Thrombin recognition peptide sequence
NheI (60)

Start mammalian transcription
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Spatial-linker
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NheI (978)
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BsrGI (1688)
Stop translation
Rabbit B-Globin terminator
terminator
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Figure 5 | Plasmid maps of expression vectors pDuEx and pDRESS. Both vectors give expression in bacteria and
mammalian cells and both vectors contain mTurquoise2 (mTq2) as reference FP and an RFP (here mScarlet, mSc)
to enable ratiometric screening. The pDuEx vector yields individual CFP and RFP molecules in bacteria and in
mammalian cells. The pDRESS vector yields individual CFP and RFP molecules only in mammalian cells. In
bacteria the pDRESS vector results in one molecule containing CFP, a spatial linker and RFP.
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In pDuEx vector, the RFP nucleotide sequence is followed by an internal ribosome entry site
(IRES) sequence22 and mTurquoise2. This IRES sequence yields non-bound RFP and CFP
molecules in both systems and thereby eliminates FRET in bacteria and mammalian cells. In
the pDRESS vector, the mTurquoise2 nucleotide sequence is followed by a spatial linker21,
a P2A sequence23 and an RFP nucleotide sequence. For the pDRESS vector, FRET between
RFP and CFP is prevented differently in bacteria and mammalian cells. In mammalian cells,
a peptide bond in the P2A sequence is skipped, therefore individual CFP and RFP molecules
are produced in a 1:1 ratio. This P2A sequence does not function in bacteria, therefore FRET
is minimized by a spatial linker, similar as in the pDL vector.
In both vectors, the reference FP and IRES or spatial linker with P2A sequences are
removed by a single digestion with NheI after which the vector can be directly closed by
ligation. The vector containing RFP only (without reference FP) can be used for protein
isolation in order to use the protein solution for spectroscopic analysis. The 6xH-tag can be
cleaved from the FP by Thrombin. The expression of pDuEx and pDRESS is examined in
bacteria and mammalian cells (Fig. 3 and 4).
In both model organisms, the pDuEx shows a sufficient production for RFP, but an
extremely low production for CFP, despite the T7 gene leader24 which ensures protein
stability. The ratio between RFP and CFP is therefore not optimal for ratiometric screening.
This IRES sequence yields a drastically different ratio for the FP upstream and downstream
of the IRES sequence than the previously reported strictly mammalian IRES sequences
(which yielded a ratio of 3:1)25. The pDRESS vector shows sufficient protein production in
bacteria and in mammalian cells for both FPs and is therefore the preferred expression vector
for screening in both systems. In addition, the vector is compatible with E. cloni5a bacteria.
The pDRESS yields similar expression in other mammalian cell lines (e.g. HEK-293T and
Hela cells), but U-2 OS cells are preferred for the ease of cell culturing. The pDRESS vector
enables an efficient and short workflow for FP development.
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Experimental design
A: Fluorescence lifetime on bacterial colonies
The fluorescence lifetime of an FP relates to the intrinsic brightness of an FP, since the
intrinsic brightness is the product of the extinction coefficient and quantum yield and the
fluorescence lifetime is correlated with the quantum yield for FPs of the same spectral class.
The fluorescence lifetime is independent of fluorescence intensity, this prevents a bias in the
screening towards larger or thicker colonies. In addition, this measurement is independent of
FP maturation (explained below), even FP mutants with a poor maturation, but high
fluorescence lifetime can be selected. As mentioned before, fluorescence lifetime imaging
microscopy (FLIM) is performed on the bacterial colonies, therefore the microscope set-up
is adjusted in such a way that the entire Petri dish is within the field of view. This screening
method was developed for the optimization of mTurquoise14 and is previously described16.
In this screening assay, colonies with a high fluorescence lifetime and therefore a high
intrinsic brightness are selected.

B: Cellular brightness on bacterial colonies
The cellular brightness of an RFP depends on its intrinsic brightness, but also on the
maturation efficiency. Not every translated poly-peptide chain results in a correctly folded
and functional fluorescent protein. In addition, the formation of a red fluorescent
chromophore requires two oxidation steps, which need to occur in the correct order (Fig. 6).
The chromophore has only a small conjugated system giving blue absorbance if the second
oxidation step does not occur26. If only the second oxidation reaction occurs, a so called
‘dead-end’ green chromophore is formed26 and the green chromophore cannot be converted
into a red chromophore.
The cellular brightness is monitored by using a ratiometric screen27. Three images
are acquired sequentially for red, cyan and green fluorescence. The RFP and reference FP
are produced at a fixed ratio, thus the ratio of red over cyan fluorescence intensity corrects
for variation in protein concentration caused by differences in colony size. A high red over
cyan fluorescence intensity ratio indicates a high cellular brightness. A high green over red
fluorescence intensity ratio corresponds to a high level of the ‘dead-end’ green chromophore
and therefore a low maturation efficiency.
The maturation time will influence the red over cyan fluorescence intensity ratio.
The red over cyan fluorescence intensity ratio will further increase over time for mutants
with a slow maturation time. To select only fast maturing mutants the time between
transformation and ratiometric screening should be minimized.
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2
C-terminus

1

Figure 6 | Chromophore of red fluorescent
protein. Bonds 1 and 2 need to oxidize in the
respective order. R1= rest group of chromophore
(side group of M for mScarlet).

N-terminus

Secondary screening in mammalian cells
C: Fluorescence lifetime in mammalian cells
We developed an automated acquisition and analysis protocol to measure the fluorescence
lifetime in mammalian cells grown in a 96 well plate. We used a frequency domain FLIM
set-up and calculated the fluorescence lifetime relative to a reference dye based on the change
in amplitude (modulation lifetime) and the shift in the phase (phase lifetime). The result of
this assay is a cell-based analysis and is presented as three files: an ImageJ TIF stack, a 96well layout figure (Fig. 7) and a numerical table. The 96-well layout displays the mean phase
lifetime, mean modulation lifetime and mean intensity of all wells and will therefore quickly
indicate the wells of interest. Each multi-panel FLIM figure of the ImageJ TIF stack gives a
detailed cell-based FLIM analysis in each well. The multi-panel FLIM display (Fig. 7) shows
the intensity image in grayscale (I) followed by panels for the phase and modulation
lifetimes: a false color image (II), a false color image with intensity overlay (III), a lifetime
histogram (IV), and a scatterplot of the lifetime versus the intensity (V). Finally, the polar
plot (VI) is shown together with the scatterplot of phase versus modulation lifetime (VII).
Mutants with a mono-exponential fluorescence decay can be identified using the detailed
FLIM display. The phase and modulation lifetimes will be equal for a variant with a monoexponential decay, therefore the lifetime data point will be on the polar circle. In addition,
each multi-panel FLIM figure also includes metadata i.e. the exposure time, well number,
descriptive metadata added by the user, and the original file name. The numerical table
contains the average lifetime data, cell-based lifetime data per well and the metadata.

Figure 7 | Result of a cell-based analysis of the fluorescence lifetime screening assay in mammalian cells. The
multi-panel FLIM display reports on: grayscale intensity (I), lifetime false color images (II), lifetime false color
image with intensity overlay (III), a lifetime histogram (IV), a scatterplot of the lifetime versus the intensity (V),
the polar plot (VI) and a scatterplot of phase (phi) versus modulation (mod) lifetime (VII). The multi-panel FLIM
display is a typical result of one well, the panels for each well are combined in one stack. The 96-well layout figures
display the phase lifetime (VIII), modulation lifetime (IX) and mean intensity (X).
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Figure 7 | Result of cell-based analysis of fluorescence lifetime screening assay in mammalian cells.
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D: Cellular brightness in mammalian cells
The cellular brightness in mammalian cells is based on the same principles as the cellular
brightness in bacteria. The same multi-well plate of the fluorescence lifetime assay can be
used for this assay. For this assay we acquire three large tile images with red, cyan and green
fluorescence settings in each well using a widefield microscopy set-up. A cell-based analysis
is performed with the aid of a macro created in ImageJ. For every well the red, cyan and
green fluorescence intensities per cell are determined, each image contains roughly 400 cells
(Fig. 8 a, b and c). The ratios red over cyan, green over cyan and green over red fluorescence
intensity are determined by a linear regression of the intensities of the individual cells (Fig.
8d). An increased red over cyan ratio indicates a high cellular brightness. A high green over
red and green over cyan ratio indicate a high fraction of the green “dead-end” chromophore
and thereby implies a low maturation efficiency. A 96-well layout figure displays the three
ratios (Fig. 8e) and a numerical table with intensities per cell and the ratios per well are
generated by the macro.
a

b

c

d

Red fluorescence intensity (a.u.)

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9

Cyan fluorescence intensity (a.u.)

Figure 8 | Cellular brightness screening assay in mammalian cells. In every well a large tile image is captured with
red (a), cyan (b) and green (c) fluorescence settings. The images a-c originate of mScarlet-I in well C10. The red
and cyan cell intensities are plotted for dTomato (grey triangle, well G4), mScarlet-I (red dots, well C10) and
TagRFP-T (yellow squares, well H10) with a linear regression fit (d). A 96-well layout figure displaying the cellaveraged red/cyan, green/cyan and green/red ratios (e). The scale bar represents 100 µm.
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E: Photostability in mammalian cells
The photostability is monitored by intense continuous excitation in wide-field mode. A
multi-point detection scheme is combined with a time-lapse acquisition. The same multi-well
plate can also be used for this assay, but this assay should always be performed last. A cellbased analysis is executed by a macro created in ImageJ. For each well the normalized decay
curves per cell are calculated and averaged (Fig. 9a). The frame number when the intensity
is reduced with 50% (T50%) and the residual intensity (Rest) are calculated and shown in a
96-well layout figure (Fig. 9b). In this assay, there is no distinction between reversible,
irreversible bleaching, or photochomic behavior. Mutants with a high T50% and high
residual intensity percentage are considered photostable. All calculated values are also
displayed in a numerical table (not shown here).

Fluorescence intensity (%)

100

a

b

75
50
25
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Frame (n)

Figure 9 | Photostability screening assay in mammalian cells. For every well, the normalized fluorescence decay
curve is calculated per cell and averaged. Here, data is shown for well A5 where a precursor of mScarlet, 7Q1 S1
BM is analyzed (a). From these curves, the frame number when the intensity is reduced with 50% (T50%) and the
residual intensity (Rest) are determined by averaging the signal from all measured cells and shown in a 96-well
layout figure (b).
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Multi-parameter scatterplot
The 96-well layout overviews of the three screening assays can be compared to quickly select
the best mutant. In addition, the numerical tables of each screening assay can also be
combined and cross-referenced, for a thorough analysis. We developed a GUI using
MATLAB to compile all the results into one multi-parameter scatter plot (Fig. 10). A
maximum of 5 parameters can be plotted at the same time, using the three axes in 3D, color
coding and marker shape. This multi-parameter scatter plot allows to closely explore the
evolution of FP mutants through a multi-dimensional landscape.
In the example of figure 10, the ultimate RFP will be located at the star. An RFP
located at the star has a high red over cyan fluorescence intensity ratio, a long bleach time
and a high fluorescence lifetime. Therefore, an RFP located at the star will have a complete
and fast maturation, will be highly photostable and will have a high quantum yield.
Combining the screening data will help identifying the mutant that performs best in
mammalian cells with respect to all parameters.

Figure 10 | mScarlet’s evolution path in a 3D landscape. Screening data of the three assays in mammalian cells is
combined in one scatterplot for starting template (mRed7), important intermediates and final products mScarlet,
mScarlet-I and mScarlet-H. The three axes in this 3D landscape are: fluorescence lifetime (lifetime mod), cellular
brightness (RFP/CFP ratio) and photostability (bleach time 50%). The sphere-like shapes are data points with respect
to the three axes, the shape and color could display two additional parameters. The dots in the planes are data points
with respect to only two axes. The star indicates where an ultimate RFP would be located, with high fluorescence
lifetime, high photostability and high cellular brightness.
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Validation
Figures 7, 8 and 9 originate from the same 96-well plate on which the fluorescence lifetime,
cellular brightness and photostability screening assays are performed sequentially. Each RFP
variant is transfected in triplicate in the 96-well plate, in horizontal or vertical orientation,
and all three wells yield nearly identical values, with exception of well A1 which is used to
set the focus and exposure time for each assay (Table 1). The secondary screening assays in
mammalian cells are robust and yield reproducible results, indicated by the small standard
deviation among the same variants from different wells (Table 2).
Table 1 | Multiple parameter screening results in triplicate of four RFP variants

well

variant

𝝉𝝋 (ns)

n

A4

7Q1S1

3.51

7

54.9

B4

7Q1S1

3.54

19

C4

7Q1S1

3.53

A5

7Q1S1BM

B5

T50% (n) Rest (%)

n

red/cyan

n

23.8

4

0.248

246

54.2

23.7

5

0.239

315

17

54.9

24.2

3

0.250

303

3.59

13

17.9

8.8

3

0.316

261

7Q1S1BM

3.55

15

18.2

9.3

5

0.309

313

C5

7Q1S1BM

3.57

15

18.3

9.9

4

0.295

329

A6

7Q1S1BM2

3.88

13

30.3

19.9

2

0.439

284

B6

7Q1S1BM2

3.82

18

29.2

19.1

2

0.436

282

C6

7Q1S1BM2

3.88

14

29.9

19.3

2

0.435

316

A9

mScarlet

3.91

16

37.4

19.4

2

0.510

285

B9

mScarlet

3.89

16

38.0

20.1

3

0.521

355

C9

mScarlet

3.85

16

40.2

23.4

5

0.519

312

The fluorescent lifetime (𝜏𝜑 ), the frame number when the intensity is reduced to 50% (T50%), residual intensity
after continuous illumination (Rest), and ratio red over cyan fluorescence intensity are shown per well including the
number of cells (n) that were used for these calculations. These values originate from the same dataset as presented
in figures 7, 8, and 9. The variants 7Q1S1, 7Q1S1BM, 7Q1S1BM2 are precursors of mScarlet.

Table 2 | Multiple parameter screening average of triplicates with standard deviation

variant

𝝉𝝋

(ns)

T50% (s)

Rest (%)

red/cyan

7Q1S1

3.52 ± 0.01

54.69 ± 0.40

23.90 ± 0.24

0.25 ± 0.01

7Q1S1BM

3.57 ± 0.02

18.13 ± 0.21

9.35 ± 0.55

0.31 ± 0.01

7Q1S1BM2

3.86 ± 0.03

29.82 ± 0.53

19.41 ± 0.42

0.44 ± 0.00

mScarlet

3.88 ± 0.03

38.49 ± 1.48

20.98 ± 2.16

0.52 ± 0.01

The values of table 1 are averaged and shown with standard deviation.
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The entire multi-parameter screening method has proven successful for the development of
mScarlet. Figure 10 displays mScarlet’s evolution path from the original starting material,
including the most important intermediates, the amino acid sequences are shown in Chapter
2 Supplementary Figure S1. The truly monomeric mRed7 displayed a short fluorescence
lifetime, therefore a low quantum yield. The first two mutation rounds focused on increasing
the quantum yield by selecting mutants with an increased fluorescence lifetime. Variant 7Q1
(mRed7 K71R T198R S218A) contains beneficial mutations around the chromophore and
the fluorescence lifetime (𝜏& ) increased from 0.5 ns to 2.3 ns relative to mRed7. The
chromophore is further stabilized in variant 7Q1S1 (7Q1 V74T Q164M D170E) and the
fluorescence lifetime (𝜏& ) of this variant is further elevated to 3.5 ns. We observed minimal
increase of fluorescence lifetime for 7Q1S1 mutants, however we did observe large
fluorescence intensity differences. Therefore, it was essential to combine the fluorescence
lifetime screen with the cellular brightness screen in order to select a mutant with high
fluorescence lifetime and improved maturation. We performed random mutagenesis on
7Q1S1 and found many mutations. We carefully examined which mutations have an additive
positive effect and combined only the beneficial mutations in one template, this resulted in
7Q1S1BM. 7Q1S1BM contains 19 mutations compared to 7Q1S1, most mutations are not in
close proximity of the chromophore and accelerate the β-barrel folding. Next, we wanted to
select on improved photostability, but we often found an anti-correlation between
photostability and cellular brightness and photostability and fluorescence lifetime. It was
crucial to monitor the fluorescence lifetime, cellular brightness and photostability in
mammalian cells in order to select for improved photostability without compromises. The
photostability is almost doubled for 7Q1S1BM2 (7Q1S1BM V176A E199K), also the
fluorescence lifetime and the cellular brightness are enhanced relative to 7Q1S1BM. Finally,
this resulted in mScarlet (7Q1S1BM2 F84Y) which shows increased photostability and
cellular brightness compared to 7Q1S1BM2. We also found mScarlet-I (mScarlet T74I)
which displays a remarkably fast maturation and mScarlet-H (mScarlet 164H) which shows
extreme photostability27.
The focus for our screening assays is on time efficiency and reproducibility, the absolute
value of the parameters is not of great importance here. The new mutants should be compared
to the start material or other reference RFPs. For example, we observed that a simple
regression line does not describe the complete relation between mTurquoise2 and RFP
production. Therefore, we applied a different analysis method to accurately quantify the
cellular brightness of the mScarlets27 (Chapter 2 Supplementary Figure S5). However, for
screening purposes, a cell-based linear regression of the cyan and red intensity is a fast and
robust method to evaluate the cellular brightness based on table 3. The RFP variants 7Q1BM,
7Q1BM2 and mScarlet (Table 3) are three consecutive improved variants that only differ a
few mutations, the increments in cyan over red fluorescence intensity ratio clearly indicates
the improvement of the variants with respect to their own precursor. In this analysis no
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corrections have been applied to the data. For spectral shifted FP variants, the cellular
brightness should be corrected for the excitation and emission filters. In addition, the optical
cross-section and quantum yield should be accounted for when comparing the photostability.
However, we accept the small inaccuracies, since our goal is not to present the parameters as
absolute numbers, but to quickly select the best variants considering all the parameters.

Further development and applications of the protocol
We observed a reduced fluorescence lifetime of mTurquoise2 in bacterial colonies several
days after transformation. This could be a result of by-stander FRET, by-stander FRET is
unintended FRET mainly due to a high concentration of the acceptor, and possibly also the
donor through homo-FRET. If the reduction in fluorescence lifetime from 4.1 to ~3.8 ns,
yielding an apparent energy transfer of ~7% is indeed a result of by-stander FRET, then this
implies an acceptor protein concentration of [A] = ~0.1 mM assuming an R0 of 5.5 nm (𝐸() =
0
√𝜋𝛾𝑒 / 11 − erf(𝛾)9, 𝛾 = [A]⁄[𝐴]> with [𝐴]> = 447⁄𝑅>C see Lakowicz28). Such a high
over expression might not be harmful for the bacteria, but the reduction of the fluorescence
lifetime of mTurquoise2 (donor), that is observed as a consequence, is also a measurement
for the maturation efficiency of the RFP (acceptor) and could be used as additional parameter.
This fluorescence lifetime reduction is also observed in mammalian cells two days after
transfection and therefore could also be used to select RFPs that are a good FRET acceptor.
FRET between the RFP and mTurquoise2 affects the cellular brightness assay. RFP mutants
with a good maturation show a high red over cyan fluorescence intensity ratio and FRET
further increases this ratio. In other words, FRET enhances the contrast for good maturation.
The screening methods could be extended with acquisition of absorbance and
emission spectra. This is especially useful for the development of FPs with a spectral shift,
for example when an orange FP or far-red FP are being developed from a red FP as starting
point. Other screening parameters of interest include, pH or ion sensitivity, photochromic
behavior, blinking or switching properties and cytotoxicity.
The workflow could be further streamlined by an additional step using a
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). The transformed bacteria could first be grown in
a liquid culture and the FACS could pre-filter the desired mutants. This could especially be
useful when random mutagenesis is applied to an FP template.
The developed pipeline can also be applied for FP development in other colors. In terms of
hardware, only the excitation wavelengths and optical filters need to be altered to match the
different color. In the screening vector, the reference FP should have as less as possible
spectral overlap to minimize FRET and needs to be fast maturing.
This method is not limited to FP development, but could also be used for FRET
based biosensor optimization. There are several options to increase the dynamic range or
enhance the contrast of FRET biosensors: the FPs can be made more or less ‘sticky’, the
affinity of the binding domain can be altered or the linkers between the binding domain and
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FPs can be altered. This pipeline is ideal to measure ‘on’ and ‘off’ state of the biosensor,
therefore to determine the maximal range of the biosensor. In the screening vector, both
nucleotide sequences of the FPs (including linker and P2A) should be replaced with the
nucleotide sequence for the biosensor. Each biosensor variant should be transfected in two
wells, and each well can be chemically treated to induce the ‘on’ or ‘off’ state of the biosensor
(e.g. by adding antagonist or agonist). In terms of hardware adaptations, the excitation
wavelengths and optical filters need to be matched to the FPs of the biosensor. In terms of
acquisition, it will be very useful to measure the donor fluorescence lifetime as well, since
this is a measurement of dynamic range as well.

Methods for expression vector development
Expression vector development
Double stranded synthetic DNA (Integrated DNA Technologies) has been used to construct
the vectors via overlap-extension PCR29 or restriction enzyme based cloning. In all vectors,
the RFP sequence can be swopped with AgeI and BsrGI in similar fashion as in pC1-FP
(Clontech).
For the pDL vector, the linear pRham N-His Kan Vector DNA (49011-1, Lucigen)
is used as backbone in which the repressor of priming sequence (for low copy number) is
removed. The nucleotide sequence for mTurquoise215, a spatial linker21 and an RFP
including our favorite restriction sites is placed in the vector. The kanamycin resistance gene
has been replaced by chloramphenicol resistance gene from pSAV05730. The repressor of
priming sequence (for low copy number) has been removed.
For the pTriEx vector, the three BsrGI site in the pTriEx-3 (70823-3, Novagen) have
been removed by silent mutations. The nucleotide sequence for mTurquoise215, a spatial
linker21, P2A sequence23, RFP and 6xH-tag was cloned into this vector.
For the pDuEx vector, the pTriEX is used as backbone sequence in which the
nucleotide sequence from the bacterial promotor until the 6xH-tag sequence has been
replaced with a nucleotide sequence for rhaPBAD (49011-1 Lucigen), ribosome binding site,
adapted Kozak consensus, 6xH-tag (49011-1 Lucigen), thrombin recognition peptide
sequence (69660-3, Novagen), RFP, IRES22, T7 gene leader (V351-20, Invitrogen),
mTurquoise2 and a stop translation codon (in every frame). The ampicillin resistance gene
has been replaced with a kanamycin resistance gene (49011-1, Lucigen).
The pDRESS has the pDuEx backbone sequence in which the nucleotide sequence
from the RFP gene until the mTurquoise2 gene has been replaced by a linker with
mTurquoise2, spatial linker21, P2A23, and RFP.

Bacterial expression comparison
The 12 plasmids, 4 expression vectors pDL, pTriEx, pDuEx and pDRESS each with
mScarlet, mScarlet-I, mApple, or dTomato are transformed in bacteria and grown overnight
in liquid culture Luria-Bertani medium (1 % (w/w) Bacto Tryptone, 0.5 % (w/w) Bacto Yeast
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extract, 1 % (w/w) NaCl in ddH2O) supplemented with antibiotics without inducers at 200
rpm at 37 °C. The next day, a small aliquot has been transferred to a Petri dish with agar
medium (super optimal broth, 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract, 2% (w/v) tryptone, 1.5% (w/v) agar,
10 mM NaCl, 20 mM MgSO4, and 2.5 mM KCl in ddH2O) supplemented with antibiotics and
inducers and incubated overnight at 37 °C. For the pDL vector, the plasmid is transformed
in chemically competent E. cloni5a cells (Lucigen), 25 µg·ml-1 chloramphenicol was used
as antibiotic, and 0.2% (w/v) rhamnose to induce transcription. For the pTriEx vector, the
plasmid is transformed in chemically competent XL1-Blue cells (Agilent), 50 µg·ml-1
ampicillin was used as antibiotic, and 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)
to induce transcription. For pDuEx and pDRESS, the plasmid is transformed in chemically
competent E. cloni5a cells (Lucigen), 100 µg·ml-1 kanamycin was used as antibiotic, and
0.2% (w/v) rhamnose to induce transcription. The next day, the bacteria expressing the FPs
with agar medium were transferred to a new empty Petri dish and all 12 samples were
recorded in one acquisition. The images have been acquired as described previously for the
ratiometric screen27.

Mammalian expression comparison
See procedure section for Sample preparation to screen in mammalian cells (steps 12 – 20)
and Cellular brightness in mammalian cells (steps 33 – 45).

Procedure
Sample preparation to screen on bacterial colonies
1.

2.

3.
4.

Prepare super optimal broth (SOB) agar plates supplemented with 0.2% (w/v) rhamnose
and 100 µg·ml-1 kanamycin. Autoclave 1 l ddH2O with 1.5% (w/v) agar, 0.5% (w/v)
yeast extract, 2% (w/v) tryptone, 10 mM NaCl, 20 mM MgSO4, and 2.5 mM KCl.
When the solution is cooled down to ~ 50 ºC, add 10 ml of filter sterilized 20 % (w/v)
rhamnose solution and 1 ml of filter sterilized 100 mg·ml-1 kanamycin and mix well.
To prevent small bubbles in the agar plates, one can degas by stirring the solution using
a stringing bean and stirring plate. It is most convenient to have agar plates of equal
thickness, therefore use a serological pipette to prepare the plates (10 ml is sufficient
for a Petri dish with a diameter of 100 mm).
Transform the mutant library in competent E. cloni 5-alpha (Lucigen) according to
manufacturer’s protocol and plate them on SOB agar plates, (the design and
development of the mutant library is beyond the scope of this chapter). Always
transform the start template as well at the same time the mutant library is transformed,
because the desired enhancements are relative to the starting material. In addition, one
can transform also current-state-of-the-art RFPs for direct comparison.
Incubate over night at 37 ºC.
The plates can be left 1 day at RT and several days at 4 ºC before screening, but screen
one day after transformation to select fast maturing RFPs.
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Primary screen - Fluorescence lifetime screen and cellular brightness in bacteria
5.

Perform fluorescence lifetime measurements on the Petri dishes. The procedure for
fluorescence lifetime screen is previously completely described16. Mark the colonies
with an increased fluorescence lifetime relative to the start material.
6. Adapt a standard widefield microscope in a similar fashion as is done for the
fluorescence lifetime measurements, by replacing the objective with an 80 cm focal
lens (FL 800, Melles Griot) and placing a poster tube (diameter, 100 mm; and length,
760 mm) on the stage. We used an Eclipse Ti-E microscope (Nikon) equipped with an
Intensilight Epi-fluorescence Illuminator (Nikon). For cyan detection the excitation
light is filtered with a 448/20 nm bandpass (FF01- 448/20, Semrock). The excitation
light is directed to the sample with a 466 nm dichroic mirror (Di02-R442, Semrock),
and the emission light is filtered with a 482/25 nm bandpass (FF01- 482/25, Semrock).
For green detection a 500/24 nm excitation bandpass (FF01-500/24, Semrock), a 523
nm dichroic mirror (Di02-R514, Semrock), and a 542/27 nm emission bandpass (FF01542/27, Semrock) are used. For red detection, a 556/20 nm excitation bandpass (FF01556/20, Semrock), a 577 nm dichroic mirror (Di02-R561, Semrock), and a 609/54 nm
emission bandpass (FF01-609/54, Semrock) are used. The microscope stage and filter
wheels are controlled by a ProScan III unit (ProScan H31, Prior Scientific). Images are
recorded by an ORCA-Flash4.0 V2 Digital CMOS camera (C11440-22CU, Hamamatsu
Photonics).
7. Acquire three images of each Petri dish in sequence with red, cyan and green detection
settings by using lambda acquisition function of NIS-elements (Nikon). Keep
acquisition settings (e.g. binning, exposure time and excitation intensity) equal while
imaging all the Petri dishes. Also acquire a Petri dish with agar but without colonies as
background.
8. Subtract the background by storing the agar-only Petri dish as background image in the
NIS-elements software.
9. Determine the ratios of each colony for red over cyan and red over green fluorescence
intensity using the customize ratio view of NIS-elements.
10. Mark colonies with increased fluorescence ratios compared to colonies expressing the
start material.
11. Isolated plasmid DNA of the marked colonies.

Sample preparation to screen in mammalian cells
12. Wash an almost confluent T25 flask of U-2 OS cells (HTB-96, ATCC) with Hanks'
Balanced Salt Solution (14175095, Thermo Fisher Scientific).
13. Add 0.5 ml Trypsine-EDTA 0.25% (25200056, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and incubate
at 37 °C under 7% humidified CO2 atmosphere for 3 minutes.
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14. Resuspend in 4.5 ml DMEM (61965059, Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing 10%
fetal bovine serum (10270106, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 100 U·ml−1 Penicillin–
Streptomycin (15140122, Thermo Fisher Scientific).
15. Mix 2 ml of resuspended cells with 20 ml DMEM (61965059, Thermo Fisher Scientific)
containing 10% fetal bovine serum (10270106, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 100
U·ml−1 Penicillin–Streptomycin (15140122, Thermo Fisher Scientific).
16. Seed U-2 OS cells a 96-well µ-plate (89626, Ibidi), use 200 µl of cell suspension per
well.
17. Incubate at 37 °C under 7% humidified CO2 atmosphere.
18. Transfect the next day using polyethylenimine (PEI) in ddH2O (1 mg·ml-1, pH 7.3,
23966, Polysciences) as transfection reagent. To make PEI transfection agent: dissolve
PEI in ddH2O by heating slowly in a microwave (10 s per time and swirl), let the
solution cool down, set pH to 7.3 and filter sterilize, store at 4 °C.
19. Use for each well a 20 µl transfection mixture containing 1 µg PEI, 300 ng plasmid
DNA and 18 µl Opti-MEM (31985047, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Make a master mix
of PEI and Opti-MEM and vortex. Add plasmid DNA to reaction tubes, add the master
mix of PEI and Opti-MEM, vortex and incubate for 20 – 45 min at RT. Add the
transfection mixture to the growth medium of the cells.
20. Transfect wells A1 and H12 with the brightest known variant to set acquisition
parameters. Data from well A1 and H12 will not be reliable for comparison, since these
wells will be pre-exposed. Leave one well untransfected to measure the background
intensity. Transfect the starting material to compare the parameters relative to this
variant. If desired, transfect current-state-of-the-art variants to compare the new
mutants to these variants as well.
21. Two days after transfection, replace the growth medium by microscopy medium. U-2
OS cells are very adherent, decant the entire 96-well plate and add 200 µl microscopy
medium (140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, 10 mM glucose, 20
mM HEPES, pH 7.4, filter sterilized).

Secondary screen – Fluorescence lifetime in mammalian cells
22. We use an Eclipse Ti-E microscope (Nikon) equipped with a LIFA system (Multi-Led
illumination and LI2CAM; Lambert Instruments) to measure fluorescence lifetimes in
mammalian cells (Fig. 11a and b). The modulated 532 nm LED excitation light passes
through a 534/20 excitation filter (FF01-534/20, Semrock) and is directed to the sample
by a 577 nm dichroic mirror (Di02-R561, Semrock) and focuses using a 40× CFI Plan
Apochromat NA 1.4 air objective. The emission is filtered by a 609/54 nm emission
bandpass (FF01-609/54, Semrock). The microscope stage and excitation filter wheel
are controlled by a ProScan III unit (ProScan H31, Prior Scientific). The perfect focus
mode (Nikon) is used during the acquisition.
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23. Generate a 96-well coordinate file in NIS-elements (Nikon) using the interactive multiposition function. This file is used as template by a MATLAB graphical user interface
(GUI) that controls the LI-FLIM software (Lambert Instruments) during the multi-point
acquisition.
24. Acquire a ten times averaged reference stack of Atto565 (AD 565-21, ATTO-TEC)
dissolved in ddH2O. Atto565 has a fluorescence lifetime of 4.03 ns. the LI-FLIM
software (Lambert instruments) calculates the phase lifetime and modulation lifetime
images by using the reference stack and the given fluorescence lifetime.
25. Set the LI-FLIM software (Lambert Instruments) to record 18 phase steps (with three
times averaging) in pseudorandom order at a frequency of f = 40 MHz.
26. Adjust microscope settings (e.g. exposure time (150 ms), detector voltage (650 V) and
perfect focus) to well A1 which contains cells expressing a bright RFP.
27. Load the coordinate template in the wellSelector GUI and mark the wells that need to
be imaged (Fig 11c). After this, a text file and an Excel file are exported, both only
containing the selected wells. The Excel file comprises the well names, the well
coordinates and also contains a “label” column where the user can add metadata about
each well (e.g. name of FP).
28. Select in the MultiChannelGUI_v4 the correct LED excitation, excitation filter and
dichroic with emission filter (Fig 11d). Choose auto-exposure or uncheck for a fixed
exposure time which is set in the LI-FLIM software. Finally, chose the type of output
files that will be stored for later processing (i.e. calculated lifetime images, raw phase
images or DC images).
29. Start the multi point FLIM acquisition. After loading the coordinate file and
commencing the acquisition, the MATLAB script iterates over all coordinates, taking
phase stacks and storing the selected output files. Each lifetime file (.fli) comprises four
channels, including lifetime data and the fluorescence intensity data. The files also
contain metadata about the position, exposure time and reference lifetime.
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Figure 11 | Automated 96-well lifetime acquisition. The LIFA camera (a) and microscope (b) iterate over a 96 well plate. Each well can be
selected or deselected by using the well selector (c). The selected coordinates are loaded into the MATLAB GUI and specific excitation and
emission filters can be selected together with auto-exposure and output file settings (d). Finally, lifetime files (fli) are exported to a large TIF
hyperstack (e) for further processing with ImageJ.
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30. Add metadata to the Excel file from step 26.
31. Compile one hyperstack using the fli2hyperstack GUI (Fig. 11e). Select the
corresponding folder and use the Excel file from step 30 as coordinate file. All the saved
images are exported to one TIF hyperstack that can be directly processed with ImageJ.
The reference lifetime, the exposure time for each well as well as the information
previously stored in the Excel file are added to the metadata for later use.
32. Run ImageJ macro Lifetimes14 to visualize the results (Fig. 12).
33. Set parameters for cell segmentation. Choose to detect cells above a fixed background,
in this case set the background intensity to the intensity of an untransfected well, or to
detect above a multiplication of the standard deviation added to the modal value of each
image. Choose the pixel number for smallest cell to exclude dead cells and debris from
the analysis.
34. Set visualization parameters, e.g. range of fluorescence lifetime, gamma for grey
intensity images.
35. Choose the generated output files: an ImageJ TIF stack containing a multi-panel FLIM
figure of each well (Fig. 7 I-VII), a 96-well layout figure (Fig. 7 VII-X), and a
numerical table. The numerical table contains the phase lifetime and modulation
lifetime per cell per well and a summary per well (number of measured cells, average
intensity, average phase lifetime, average modulation lifetime, “label” and exposure
time).
C01
C04
C05
C06
C07
C08

C12

Figure 12 | Cell segmentation and fluorescence lifetime visualization macro. An ImageJ macro allows to set several
processing and display parameters and generates a TIF stack with display figures for all wells present in the
hyperstack.
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Secondary screen – Cellular brightness in mammalian cells
36. We use the same wide field set-up as for cellular brightness in bacteria, but with a 20×
CFI Plan Apochromat NA 0.75 objective (Nikon) and the 96-well plate is placed
directly on the stage. The 96-well plate that was used for the fluorescence lifetime
measurements can be used here as well.
37. Calibrate the objective in NIS-elements (Nikon), if this is not already done. If the
stitching function doesn’t work properly, recalibrate the objective.
38. Set for well A1 the acquisition settings for the red, cyan and green detection channel
(e.g. filter settings, exposure time and excitation intensity) using the lambda channels
in NIS-Elements (Nikon). Use the entire camera chip and binning 2x2. The maximal
intensity in the red channel of well A1 should be at half or three-quarter of the maximal
intensity value of the camera. The maximal value of the cyan channel should be around
half of the maximal intensity value of the camera.
39. Focus on the cells in well A1 with the perfect focus (Nikon). Create a 96-well layout
using interactive multi-position function, focus hereby on the cells in the wells A1 and
H12 with the perfect focus (the offset of the perfect focus will be included in the 96
well lay out). Select the wells to image.
40. Set a multi-position ND acquisition, using the lambda function to acquire red (1st), cyan
(2nd) and green (3rd) channel in a 3x3 tile (stitched by 15% overlap in the red channel).
Keep the perfect focus on during the entire acquisition. Autosave the files in one
dedicated folder.
41. Run ImageJ macro Ratio_96wells_macro_v3 (Fig. 13).
42. Set parameters for cell segmentation. The segmentation will be performed on the
images of the cyan (2nd) channel. Choose to detect cells above a fixed background, in
this case set the background intensity to the intensity of an untransfected well, or to
detect above a multiplication of the standard deviation added to the modal value of each
image. Choose the pixel number for smallest cell and circularity to exclude dead cells,
debris, and long rectangular shapes due to stitching-imperfections from the analysis.
43. If the option “Keep cell ROIs” is checked a stack with the cell masks is saved for each
well. The user can inspect the segmentation.
44. Choose the representation of the data. Select if a 96-well lay-out ratio should be created
with chosen ratio ranges or automatic set ranges. Select if a 96-well lay-out intensity
image should be created. The intensity image allows quick identification if the well
contains transfected cell and is not meant to directly compare intensities with other well.
45. Select OK and the macro performs cell segmentation and determines the fluorescence
intensities of each cell in every channel. For each well the slope is calculated using the
red and cyan intensity, and red and green intensity by linear regression. The slope is
presented as the ratio. In addition, the R2 is calculated as well. The macro always results
in numerical table containing normalized fluorescence intensities of each cell in every
channel per well, and a summary per well. The summary includes: the number of
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measured cells, maximal intensity of every channel, slope (ratio) for red over cyan and
red over green intensity with corresponding R2.

Figure 13 | Ratio analysis ImageJ macro. This macro performs cell segmentation and determines ratio of red over
cyan and red over green fluorescence intensity by linear regression using the fluorescence intensities of each cell.

Secondary screen – Photostability in mammalian cells
46. We use the same wide field set-up as for cellular brightness in mammalian cells.
47. The same prepared 96-well plate that was used for the fluorescence lifetime
measurements and cellular brightness can be used for the photostability assay. Keep in
mind that this assay should be performed last of the three, because of the
photobleaching of the FPs.
48. Set up a multi-position ND acquisition, to acquire a time laps using only the red
channel. Use a small ROI of the camera (without binning) where the illumination is
homogenous.
49. Use the same 96 well lay-out from the cellular brightness assay or perform step 39.
50. Set the acquisition parameters using well A1 or H12. Excite with full power of a
mercury lamp (this results in a local light density of 6.9 W cm−2 measured above the
objective for our set-up). Set two phases: (1) no acquisition for 3 sec, (2) every 2
seconds an acquisition for 4 minutes and add commandos to open the shutter directly
before phase 2 and close the shutter directly after phase 2. The first phase (no
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51.
52.

53.

54.

acquisition for 3 sec) ensures that all moving objects are in place and the software is
completely ready to process the images immediately after opening the shutter for phase
2. Autosave the files in one dedicated folder.
Run ImageJ macro Bleach_96wells_macro_v8 (Fig. 14).
Set parameters for cell segmentation. Choose to detect cells above a fixed background,
in this case set the background intensity to the intensity of an untransfected well, or to
detect above a multiplication of the standard deviation added to the modal value of each
image.
Choose the representation of the data. Select the range for the pseudo color coding.
Select if a 96-well lay-out initial intensity image should be created as well. The intensity
image allows quick identification if the well contains transfected cell and is not meant
to directly compare intensities with other well.
Select OK and the macro performs cell segmentation in the first frame and determines
the fluorescence intensities of each cell in every frame. The fluorescence intensities of
the cells are normalized to the first frame and are averaged in each frame. T50% is
determined as the first frame in which in the average normalized intensity is below
50 %. The residual intensity is the normalized averaged intensity from the last frame.
The macro always results in numerical table containing the normalized averaged
fluorescence intensities decay curve per well, and a summary per well. The summary
includes: number of measured cells, T50%, residual intensity and initial intensity.

Figure 14 | Photostability analysis ImageJ macro. This macro performs cell segmentation and determines the first
frame in which the intensity is more than 50 % decreased relative to the initial intensity and calculates the residual
fluorescence intensity.
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Multi parameter scatterplot
55. Compile one Excel sheet named “data” with column A “well” (A1 – H12), column B
“label” (names of transfected variants in each well) and the following columns
summaries of the performed assays (e.g. phase lifetime, modulation lifetime, ratio red
over cyan, ratio red over green, T50%, and remaining intensity).
56. Run the Matlab scatterGUI and load the compiled Excel data sheet (Fig. 15). The data
is represented in five dimensions: x-axis, y-axis, z-axis, color coding (c-axis) and shape
coding (s-coding).
57. Choose a column of the data sheet to plot on one of the five axes by using the dropdown menus. The scales of each axis can be set individually.
58. The labels of each data point can be shown and can be individually toggled on or off.
59. The lines show the projection of each data point to the corresponding plane and can be
toggled on or off as well.
60. Use the XY, XZ, YZ and XYZ to toggle between 2D and 3D view.
61. Use the fancy function to prepare rendered scatterplot images.
62. Select the best performing mutants in mammalian cells with respect to the monitored
characteristics that are visualized on the axis in the multi dimension scatterplot.
63. Sequence these mutants and compile a new template for another round of mutagenesis
and screening or publish this variant.

Figure 15 | ScatterGUI. A customized MATLAB GUI interface to compile a multi-parameter scatterplot of all
screening results.
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